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Desperate Shortage in the Market: Competing Against Pirates for
Construction Awards in Dallas Station - A Prosing Understatement

Kayden Danys

Abstract—This paper examines the desperate shortage of construction awards
in Dallas Station and the challenges faced by legitimate contractors in
competing against pirates for these awards. The study uses a qualitative
research approach, drawing on interviews and surveys of contractors,
industry experts, and government officials. The findings reveal that the
shortage of construction awards is due to a number of factors, including
the high demand for construction services, the limited number of qualified
contractors, and the prevalence of pirate contractors who offer lower prices
and faster delivery times. The study also highlights the negative impacts of
pirate contractors on the construction industry, including poor quality work,
safety risks, and unfair competition. The paper concludes with a call for
action to address the shortage of construction awards and to promote fair
competition in the industry.
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